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1.0 Sur-tNARY , 
Under the J'll3D-1S/l7 Root Dischar~ Blade progtllm, an improved high 
pressure turbine for oooled-turbine models of tM ~8D engine was de-
signed and demonstrated as part: of the NASA sponsored Engine ecmp:>nent 
Imrxovement - Performance Imrxovement (ECI-}?I) program. 'rhis improved 
tur bine, called the Root Discharge Blade Package, is based on a proven 
o::mcept used successfully in JT9D engines. 
The rool:. discharge blade package demonstral:.ed a thrust specific fuel 
oonsullpt:.ion iml,Xovement: of 1.8\ at: average (90\ of maximun) cruise p:>\>I-
er at Ma<m 0.8, 9,144 m (30,OQU ft) altitude, and exhaust gas tempera-
ture improvements of lSOe at: takeOff and climb condi Hons in b!lck t:o 
back engine testing with a B ill-of-t>1aterial high pressure turbine. Pre-
liminary analysis during the ECI-PI feasibility sttxlies in 1977 pre-
dicted an average cruise thrust specific fuel consunption improvement 
of 1.4% and emaust g!ls temt=erature improvements of 120 e and goe at 
takeoff and climb for the c:x:mcept:.. 
Trese performance improvements were the result of a number of design 
changes relati ve to the B ill-of-Material high pressure turbine. A two-
p;lSS oooling system was used for the high pressure turbine blades in-
stead of a single-pass, along wil:.h a modified blade tip sealins ar-
rangement. 'rhese changes were oombined \'/ith feather seals and extended 
platforms on the high pressure turbine vanes, improved control of the 
hi~ pressure turbine outer air seal ooo11n9 and thermal resp:>nse, and 
high pressure turbine aerodynamic refinements to form the Root Dis-
charge Blace Package that was tested. 
The long term performance retention of the blade tip seal oonfiguration 
has teen thoroughly dem.onstrated by engine endurance testing and oon-
trolled field service evaluation experience by a major operator of 
JT8D-9 engines. 'roo durability of the (Dmplete p:1ckage h~s baen demon-
stratea by engine endurance and certification testing in the J'ISD-2l7 
developnent program. A modif ied version of the root discharge blade, 
\·dth further aerodynamic improvements in the ai rfoU and other improve-
ments throughout the engine, is mder developnent for the JTSD-15A, 
17 A, and 17AR engine models. These engines are improved fuel eoonany 
versions of the current service JT8D-1S, 17 and 17R models, and are 
scheduled for production in 1982. 
Airline acceptance of the root discharge blade ooncept has baen demon-
strated by orders fot the JT8D-217 and JT8D-15A, 17A, and 17M models. 
Based on a recent p:oj ec!::;ion of the market for these engines and oon-
version kits through the year 1990, the performance improvement of the 
root discharge blade p:lckage will result in a cumulative airline fuel 
saving through the year 2005 of 2.6 billion liters (685 million 
9=111ons). This saving may be oom};ared to the es timate of 1. 5 billion 
liters (397 million gallons) fran the 1977 sttxly. 
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2. 0 INTRODUCTION 
National energy demand has outpaced danestic supply, creating an in-
creased U.S. dependence on foreign oil. This increased dependence was 
dramatized by the OPEC oil embargo in the winter of 1973-74. In ad-
dition, the embargo triggered a rapid rise in the cost of fuel which, 
along with the potential of further increases, brought about a changing 
econanic circumstance wi th regard to the use of energy. These events, 
of course, wer:e fel t in the air transport industry as well as other 
forms of transportation. As a result of these experiences, the govern-
ment t with the support of the avi ai:ion industry, initiated programs 
aimed at both the supply (sources) and demand (consumption) aspeots of 
the problem. The supply problem is being investigated by looking at 
increasing fool availability fran such sources as coal and oil shale. 
Efforts are currently underway to develop engine corn.bustor and fuel 
systems that will accept. fuels with broader specifications. 
An approach to the demand aspect of the problem is to evolve new tech-
nology for commercial aircraft propulsion systems which will permit 
develo':?l1lent of a more energy efficient turbofan, or the use of a dj,f-
ferent propulsi \Te cycle such as a turboprop. Although studies have in-
dicated large redur,:tlons in fuel usage are possible with advanced tur-
bofan or turboprop engines (e.g., 15 to 40 percent), any significant 
fuel savings impact of these approaches is still many years away. In 
th(' near term, the only practical fuel savings approach is to improve 
the fuel efficiency of current engines. Examination of this approach 
has indicated that a five percent fuel reduction goal, starting in the 
1980-82 time period, :ts feasible for current commercial engines. Inas-
much as commercial aircraft in the free world are using fuel at a rate 
in excess of 80 billion liters of fuel per year, even five percent re-
presents significant fuel savings. 
Accordingly, NASA is sponsoring the Aircraft Energy Efficient (ACEE) 
Program (based on a congressional request), which is directed at reduc-
ed fuel consumption of commercial air transports. The Engine Component 
Improvement (ECI) Program is the element of the ACEE program directed 
at reducing tuel consumption of current commercial aitcraft engines. 
The Engine Component Improvement (ECI) Program consists of two parts; 
Engine Diagnostics and Performance Irnprove:nent. The Engine Diagnostics 
effort is to provide information to identify the sources and causes of 
engine deterioration. The Performance Improvement effort is directed at 
developing engine components having performance improvement and reten-
tion characteristics \~hich can be incorporated into new production and 
existing engines. 
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Performance Improvement effort was initi-
ated with a Feasibility Analy~is, which identified engine performance 
improvement ooncepts, and then assessed the technical and economic 
meri ts of these concepts. This assessment inclUded a determination of 
airlin~ acceptability, the probability of introducing the concepts into 
production by the 1980 to 1982 time period, and their retrofit poten-
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tia ..... since a major portion of t.he present. commercial aircraft. fleet is 
powered by the J'l'SD and JT9D engines, performance improvement.s were 
investigated for bot.h engines. The st.udy was conduct.ed in cooperation 
with Boeing and Douglas aircraft canpanies, and American, United and 
Trans World Airlines, and is reported in reference 1. 
The study resulted in the selection of t.wo sequential concepts for the 
JT80-15/17 high pressure t.urbine, t.he Revised Cooling and Outer Air 
Seal concept and the Root Discharge Blade Concept. At the time of the 
st.udy, it was envisioned t.hat the outer air seal portion of the first. 
concept would pe retained in the later developnent of the Root Dis-
charge Blade Concept.. However, t.he design evolution of the root. dis-
charge blade package made it peCeSS£l.!.'j to alter the outer air seal. con-
figuration (as described later) ~;ld the Revised High Pressure Turbine 
Cooling and Outer Airl!;eal concept was abandoned. Because of this 
change, this report presents the performance of the root. discharge 
blade package relative to the original J'l'SD-1S/17 turbine, rather than 
relati ve to the interim c;oncept. as in the Feasibility Analysis ~eport. 
The predicted performance of the Root Discharge Blade concept relative 
to the Bill-of-Material engine, obttlined by adding the predicted ef-
fects of the t.wo concepts, is an average cruise thrust specific fuel 
consumption improvement of 1. 4 percent, and exhaust gas temperature 
improvements of 120 and goC at takeoff and climb. 
The results of the Root Discharge Blade program are discussed herein. 
Section 3.0 is a description of the concept and its design evolution. 
Section 4.0 describes the test equipment i• facilities, and procedures 
that were uSE'd to determine the performance improvement of the con...:ept,/ 
Section 5.0 provides the results obtained fran testing, Section 6.0 
estimates the energy impact of the concept, and Section 7.0 explairls 
what was learned and the future course of acHon that will be taken on 
the co ncept • 
3 
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3.0 ROOT DISCHARGE BLADE DESIGN AND EVOLUTION 
3.1 Design Features of the Root Discharge Blade 
The objective of the Root Discharge Blade Program was to improve on the 
efficiency of the JT8D Bill-of-Material high pressure turbine blade 
design without sacrificing any of its durability. To accomplish this, a 
conceptual design was chosen in which the blade cooling air is dis-
charged fran the root of the blade into the high pressure turbine disk 
rear rim cavity, rather than into the blade tip clearance annulus as in 
the Bill-of-f.taterial design. This concept had already been included in 
sane JT9D engine models, and had proven successful. 
Figure 3-1 compares the Bill-of-Material and root discharge high pres-
sure turbine blade cooling paths. Thr, figure shows that the Bill"'of-
Material blade tip sealing is limiteCi· by the outlet required to dis-
charge the cooling air into I;he blade tip clearance annulus. The root 
discharge blade employs a two-pass cooling airflcw path that diect.:"'rges 
instead fran the blade root attachment into the downstream \::i,sk rim 
cavity allcwing the use of an outer air seal system superior to the 
original Bill-of-Material seal. In addition, the root discharge blade 
concept reduces the amount of turbine blade cooling air needed to main-
tain proper blade temperature because of its more efficient heat trans-
fer characteristics. 
Cooling air in 
'~l\·~' ~ 
Pedestals 
Multi-pass 
airfoil 
~~-::: __ ...... ~ Cooling air 
discharge 
Tip shroud 
~~ingair 
discharge 
Trip strips 
Turnil'1g vanes 
Figure 3-1 Canparison of the Bill-of-Material and Root Discharge High 
PressUre Turbine Blade Cooling Paths. The root discharge 
blade uses 40 percent less cooling air because of its more 
efficient cooling design. (J24342-3) 
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air., The trip strips also provide greater surf~ce area for higher heat 
transi!~~r: rates. ~he trip strips are located so that there are 11 in the 
leading edge cooling passage and 23 in the trail ing edge passage. 'l'he 
greater numb'!r of trip strips in the trailing edge increase the heat 
transfer rate there to compensate for the increased cooling air temper-
ature. 
Cylindrical obstructions, or pedestals, were placed at the entrance of 
the cooling flow path. The pedestals direct flow alone; the blade lead-
ing edge, increasing the heat transfer coefficient there. Turning vanes 
were put in the 1800 bend in the cooling air £1 ow path to mainta.f.n 
proper flow distribution. 
Externally, blade trailing edge thickness was reduced 0.060 cm (0.024 
inches), reducing turbulence losses. The reduced trailing edge thick-
ness was made possible by improved casting propertiespf the root dis-
charge blade alloy and variable thickness coating techn~,ques, described 
in the following section. ' 
3.1.2 Material Improvements 
The blade alloy was changed fran PWA-14SS (B-1900) to PWA-1441 (MAR-lot 
-247). The new alloy improves castability by reducing porosity and 
doubles the blade creep life relati va to the Bill-of-Material blade 
alloy. 
A combination overlay and diffused coating! PWA-270 NiCQCrA1Y over p~~­
~73 diffused aluminide, was selected to increase sulfidation resistance 
of the root discharge blade 300 to 400 percent, relative to the Bill-
of-Material design. The overlay co~t:ing thickness was varied as neces-
sary across the surface of the blade to produce the optimum sulfidation 
resistance with minimal effect on weight and blade aerodynamics. The 
coati ng was thickes t at the pressure (concave) side of the blade and 
the leading edge, where the greatest amount of sulfidat,j on usually oc-
curs. The coating was thinnest at the blade trailing ~dge, so that 
trailing edge turbulence losses would be minimized. The coating re-
places the combination PWA 73/70 diffused coating used on the Bill-of-
Material blades. 
3.1.3 Seal Improvements 
The hi9h pressure turbine seal was also improved under the root dis-
charge blade program. The honeycomb seal land was extended to cover the 
spoiler of the lightweight shroud and the knife edge was eliminated, 
producing a seal that has less leakage than either the Bill-of-Material 
knife edge seal or the double knife edge seal used in the Revised High 
Pressure Turbine and Outer Air Seal Program, described in reference 2. 
The long term performance retention of this blade tip seal configura-
tion has been demonstrated by engine endurance testing and field ser-
vice evaluation experience with the JT8D-9. 
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'.rhe roneycomb se£\l waliA p!'lr ti all Y fill ed with p:lrous metal ina ulati ng 
material, which reduces heat transfer to the outer air seal. The insul-
aticm reduceliS the thermal gradient a~oss the flP,nl" minimizing thermal 
strain. In addi tion, the outer air seal was m(,i:{le- f(~;')m HQgt~lloy S, a 
more durable material that has e)I.Cellent elQ.n<]~H~n p!operties and 
creep life. It also has a lower coefficient of e$(p~f1slon, which in con-
jmction with the insulated seal makes seal and rotor gr~th more oom-
patible f all.owing better clearanoo control. 
Other souro.~s of leakage in the high pressure turbine were reduced or 
eliminated. The shroud notch found in the B ill ... of-Material blade was 
f.i.lled in, eliminating leak~ge through this P'!lth~ A nickel-gral:ilite 
coating was also applied to the" fir tree" blade attachments. This pro-
duces a more post ti \Ie f it between the blade toot attachment and the 
disk, and reduces leakage thtough this area. 
COOling flCM across the seal was improved to minimize seal thermn" e~ 
pnnsion and reduce leakage. The dosign improvements included an extend-
ed platform on the upstream vane row to redu('!e seal cooling air mixing 
with hot gaspath flCM, feather seals (Figure 3-3) between t:he vane 
platforms to reuur:e leakage there, and improvements to the seal cooling 
flow distribution. As shown in Figure 3-4, a "piston ring" is used to 
provi~e improved flCM control outside the outer air seal. A single 
piece ring (" hammer" ring) l/f.1~1ie~n the high pressure tur bine outer air 
.seal and the second stage V~t,~was also used to replace the Bill-of-
Material seeUoned ring, eliminating leakage that was ocoudng between 
the sections. The "W' shaped spring :Loads the high pressure turbine 
outer air seal against the hammer ring. These leakage reducing features 
permitted a redistriootion of cooling air around the high pressure tur-
bine outer air seal, allowing tighter and more precise control of tur-
bine blade tip clearances. 
3.1.4 Other Improvements and Advantages 
To CX)m~nsate for the effirency gains realized by the improvements to 
too high pressure turbine, the lCM pressure turbine vane nozzle area 
was reduced. The reduction was required to maintain compressor match 
with the root dis char ge blade package installed. 
A dirt };Urge role was added at the blade tip to avoid cooling path 
blockage. The dirt purge hole allows o~rt to be expelled fran the 
blade, rather than collecting in the 1800 bend 1r1 the cooling path. 
Despite the large number of improvements and modifications made to the 
high pressure turbine under this program, the root discharge blade and 
its outer air seal are canpatible with all J'n3D-ll, 15, 17, and 217 
engine models, wi th minimal modif ications. 
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Figure 3-3 
Figur e 3-4 
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Present vane 
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path 
Feather seal 
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Leakage path 
eliminated 
Feather 
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Feather Seals. The feathet' seals t'educe leakage between 
tre vane platforms, increasing turbine efficiency. (S-9723 
-21A) 
Gas path 
Overhung vane plotform 
seporatoll hot gall stroom 
from cooling air 
Hostelloy S motorial 
Improves growth choractorls'Ucs 
air -f-;------L.~ 
I 
Partially flilod honeycomb 
Insulates sao I 
Piston ring provides 
Improved flow control 
Seal Leakage Reducing Features. The leakage reducing fea-
tures provide better control of cooling flow around the 
high pressure turbine outer air seal, allowing more pre-
cise control oX: blade tip clearances. (J24143-S) 
3.2 Design Evolution 
3.2.1 The starting Poine 
A cx>nceptlal design of the root discharge blade was made as plrt of the 
Task 1 Feasibility Analysis (reference 1). This blade incorporated the 
basic improvements of r.he root discharge blade, but employed the same 
seal as the suction side discharge blade concept:., designed under the 
Revised HPT Cooling and Outer Air Seal program (~eference 2). This seal 
was an improvement over the Bill-of-Material seal bec.ause it incorpor-
ated an additional knife eCige on the blade tip shroud and extended the 
honeycanb s~al land to (X)ver the added krdfe edge and the existing 
spoiler on the shroud. This c'buble knife edge seal ex>nfiguration was 
designed to reduce turbine blade Hp leakage further than the single 
k.~ife edge design of the Bill-of-Material };lade. Sketches of the BU1-
of-Material, suction side discharge and c'buble kni';t: edge root dis-
charge blades are srown ,in Figure 3-5. 
BIlI-of-material 
11 hole 
tip discharge 
Suction side 
discharge 
Original 
design 
Design 1 Design 2 
Figur e 3-5 Des i 911 Evol uti on of the Root D ischar ge Blade. Each s ucces-
si ve desi.gn iteration improved the root discharge blade. 
The two designs tested under the program are shown on the 
extreme right. (J24342-12) 
3.2.2 The Root Discharge Blade "Package" (Design 1) 
During the root dischar ge blade design effort the double knife edge 
seal cx>nfiguration was dropped in favor of a lighter weight blade 
shroud design. 'The lighter weight blade shroud design featured lower 
blade stress levels, a further reduction in blade tip leakage, and long 
tt:!:crn performance retention that was demor..atrated by engine endurance 
testing and field service evaluation by a major or:erator of JT8D-9 en-
gines • 
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A nlutber Ol. other improvements were also included in the high pressure 
turbina in addition to the root: discharge blade during this design it-
er at:l. on. The concept became the rOC)t discharge blade "p:lckE\ge", because 
all of these design improvements were related to the redesigned root 
discharge blade. These improvements, mainly to the seal systtml and its 
cooling flOtl distribution, are described in Section 3.1.3. 
This design ",as used in the sea level engine performance test, describ-
ed in Section 4.1. To simplify terminology, the root: discharge blade 
and outer air seal design described here will be called "design 1", and 
is shown in Figure 3-5. 
3.2. 3 Impro\~d Durability (Design 2) 
AltlY::>ugh the root discharge blade design 1 has greater lOtI cycle fa-
tigue resistance than the Bill-of-Material high preSSure turbine blade 
due to 'its superior material properties, it is still limited to the 
same life as the Bill-of-Material blade. Thh is because sulfidation 
can be a life lil'\liting factor for roth blades when subjected to the 
most severe environments that sane airlinef.ll operate in. To further im-
prove the durabil ity of the root discharge blade, an overlay coating 
was added, blade wall thicknesses were increased, and the core was rG-
distriJ::uted to compensate for the increased wall thicknesses. Prelimi-
nary water £lOtI rig testing al\30 revealed a lOtI cooling flew area at 
the leading edge of the new blade design. Pedestals were added to the 
cooling path entrance to redirect coo11ng air tcmards the leading edge, 
improving the heat transfer coefficient there and reducing the };X)ssi-
bility of thermal cracking. This blade design is shown as the last of 
the series in Figure 3-5, and is the design described in Section 3.1. 
This design was used in the al titude engine performance test, ane' will 
be referred to as design 2. Designs 1 and 2 "Tere intended to ~ aero-
dynamic~lly identical, and demonstratea the same performance in back to 
back sea level engine performance testing (results of: which are pre-
sented in Appendix A) • 
10 
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4.-0 TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
4.1 Sea L~vel Test 
The purpose of the sea level tes twas 1:.0 assess the performance .and 
stabiliey of the high pressure turbine t:oot discharge blade and its 
redesigned outer air seal al:. sea level condi l:.:I,ons. This Was done by 
testing BU1-of-Material high pressure turbine hardware in an experi-
mental J'l'8D-17 engine to obtain baseline performance, an~ then replac ... 
ing the Bill-of-Material hardware with the rOot discharge blade package 
and repeating the test. 
4.1.1 Test Equipment and Facilities 
An experimental J'l'SD engine (X-372) was used as the t.est: vehicle. The 
engine was built to a JT8D-17 B ill-of-Material configutation, but was 
insttumented to a much greater degree than a production engine. A cross 
section of the engine is given in Figure 4-1. 
The type and quantity of instrumentation installed in the engine is 
91 ven in Table 4-1. This instrumentation measured rotor speeds,' air-
flow, fuel HCM, pressures and temperatures used for perfor:mance cal-
culations and assessment. 
! 
! 
I 
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PROOSS IGt:C. 
GKIN llTATICS 
Figure 4-1 Cross Section of the Test Engine. The diagram shows the 
axial locations of the engine instrumentation used to cal-
culate performance. 
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Engine Station 
or Location 
0.0 
Front of Tes t 
Stand Bulkhead 
Rear of Test 
Stand Bulkhead 
1.0 
2.0 
2.5 
2.5 
3.0 
3.0 
4.0 
4.0 
Diffuser case 
Diffuser case 
7.0 
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'!'ABLE 4-1 .. 
CALIBRATION INSTRUMENTATION 
Parameter 
Bellmouth Screen 
Total Pressur e 
Static Pressure 
Static Pressure 
Bellrnouth Screen 
Total Temperature 
Forward of Inlet Guide 
Vanes Total/Static Pressure 
Fan Exit Guide Vanes 
Total Pressure 
Fan Exit Guide Vanes 
Total Temperature 
LPC Exit Total Pressure 
LPC Exi t Total Temper at ure 
HPC Exit Total Pressure 
HPC Exit Total Temperature 
Combustor Static Pressure 
Bleed Cavi ty Tur bine Cooling 
Air Static Pressure 
LPT E';d t Total Pressure 
Descrie,~ion 
I' 4 Riel Probes\ .. 
''\, 
4 Taps (transducer\1) 
4 Taps (transducer.:'s) 
12 Calibra.ted 
Thermocouples 
6 Pitot Static Probes 
4 Pole Rakes with 5 
Readings Per Rake 
16 Individual Temp. 
Probes with Calibrated 
Thermocouples 
4 Rakes With 5 
Readings Per Rake 
4 Rakes With 5 
Readings Per Rake 
3 Rakes with 4 
Readings Per Rake 
2 Rakes with 4 
Readings Per Rake 
1 pressure Transducer 
1 Pressure Transducer 
1 Manifolded Reading 
Frc:rn 6 Probes with 6 
Samples Per Probe 
Engine Station 
or Location 
7.0 
7.0 
External Edge 
of Tail Pipe 
Rear of Fan 
Duct 
Fuel Line 
FICM Metets 
Thrust Bed 
TABLE 4-1 (Cont'~) 
CALIBRATION INSTRUMENTATION 
Parameter 
LPT Exi~ Total Temperatu~e 
Fan Exit Total Pressur,e 
Static Pressure 
Total Pressure 
Fuel Flow 
Fuel Temperature 
Net Thrust 
Low Pressura Rotcr speed 
High Pressure Rotor Speed 
Description 
a Rakes with 1 Average 
Per Rake 
6 Individual Pressure 
Probes 
4 Taps (transducers) 
1 Manifolded Reading 
From 6 Probes with 6 
Samples Per Probe 
2 Turbine Meters 
2 probes 
2 Str.ain Gage Load 
Cells 
1 Tachometer 
1 Tachometer 
In addition to the general instrumentation installed in the teet engine 
to monitor performance, special temperature and pressure instrument.a-
tion was installed in the Bill-of-Material and Root Discharge' Blade 
high pressure turbine sections, as shown in Figures 4-2 and 4-3. In-
strumentation identified by numbers 1 through B was used to measure the 
temperatures and pressures of the outer air seal cooling air. Numbers 9 
through 11, 31, 32, 33, 35 and 36 were used for high pressure turbine 
efficiency calcul.ations. Numbers 12 through 15 were used to measure the 
properties of the cooling air supplied to the root discharge blade. 
Numbers 21 through 25 were used to record the seal response to changes 
in the cooling airflow and to Ineasure absolute seal temperature levels. 
Numbers 32 and 33 were also !lsed to measul:e the temperature and pres-
sure of the boundary layer behind the outer air seal. Numbers 34 and 36 
\<lere used to determine the temperaturi.~ and pressure of the cooling air 
discharged from the root discharge blade. Numbers 37 through 41 were 
used t.o measure the temperature of the case to determine if the cooling 
air 'cemperature had changed significantly fran the Bill-of-Material, 
causing thermal stresses. Tables 4-2 and 4-3 give the circumferential 
locations for the special instrumentation. 
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~ ITATIC 'RlstURE 
411 TIlTAL PRESSURI 
• AIR TEMPERATURE 
• SKIN OR MITAL T£M'ERATU~E 
NUMBlR'IDENTlflCATION 
- - DIRECTION OF LEADS 
Figure 4-2 Baseline Configuration Special Temperature and Pressure 
Instrumentation. This insttw"entation was installed in the 
Bill-of-Material high pressure turbine configured test 
engine to specifically monitor its performance. 
'rhe test facility was a sea level test stand (X-235) located in Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft's Willgoos Test Facility. The stand is a gas turbine 
engine test facility designed to test full scale turbojet and turbofan 
engines, inclUding the JT8D, at sea level static inlet and discharge 
pressure conditions. The test engine is supported from an overhead 
thrust measuring platform with a load cell and readout system capable 
of measuring thrust directly. Fuel flow, inlet air flew, temperatures 
and pressures can also be measured on the stand, allowing accurate de-
finition of thrust specific fuel consumption. ,Maximum stand airflow 
capability is 250 kg/s (550 lbm/s). A 1.98 x 1014 W (52 million 
BTU/hr) heater is available to simulate hot day condi'dons up to 490 C 
(1200 F). A photograph of the test engine mounted in the test stand is 
provided in Figure 4-4. 
Test data is recorded autcmatically and processed by an on-line com-
puter. On demand, the system can process approximately 600 parameters, 
and print out II gll ick look" calculations within three minutes on a 
printer located in the control roem. Digital magnetic tape is also used 
to store data for more complete analysis later. 
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.. 
• AIR nMPERATURE 
• METAL nM'IRATURI 
HUMS'R·IDlNTlfICATION 
- -OlRECTlON O~ LEADS 
Figure 4-3 kpot Discharge Blade Package Special Temperatnre and Pres-
!$ure Instrumentation. This instrumentation was installed 
in the Root Discharge Blade Package configured test engine 
to specifically monitor its performance. 
4. 1. :!. Tes t P rocedur e 
The following general rules and specifications were used during the 
test program to ensure the accuracy and repeatability of the data. 
o A thrust meter adj usted calibration was required prior to 
testing and after any remount or module change. liAs is" 
thrust meter calibrations were taken immediately after 
each performance calibration (while the stand was still 
warm) • 
o Tha two turbine-type fuel meters were calibrated before 
use. Post-test lias is" calibrations were also done. 
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TABLE 4-2 
JT9D-17 BILL-oF-MATER!AL CONFIGURATION 
INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATIONS 
Identifica-
tion Number 
(Figure 4-2)". C~rcumferential Locations 
High Pressure Turbine Area 
1 Static Pressure 39, 204 and 29So 
2 Air Temperature " 
3 Static Pressure " 
4 Air Temperature " 
5 Static Pressure " 6 Air Temperatllre " 
7 Static Pressure " 
S Air Temperature " 9 Static Pressure " 
10 Static Pressure " 
.!1 i 2h' Pressure Tur bine Outer Air Seal Area 
21 Metal Temperature 39, 294 and 29So 
22 
" " 23 " " 24 II II 
25 II II 
Low Pressu~e Turbine Area 
31 Total Pressure 0, 60, 120, lS0, 240, 3000 
:32 Static Pressure 0, lSO and 2400 
33 Skin Temperature " 
34 Skin Temperature " 
35 Air Temperature II 
36 Static Pressure " 
37 Metal Temperature 0, 60, 120, lS0, 240 & 3000 
38 Air Tempe r at. ur e 39, 204 and 29So 
39 Static Pressure " 
40 Air Temperature II 
41. Metal Temperature 0, 60, 120, lS0, 240 & 3000 
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'rABIE 4-3 
JT8D-17 ROOT DISCHARGE ~LADE CONFIGURATION 
INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUMFERENTIAL LOCATIONS 
Identifica-
tion Number 
(Figure 4-3) ~ Circumferential Locations 
Hi~h Pressure Turbine Area 
1 Static Pressure 39, 204 and 29So 
2 Air Temperature " 
3 Static Pressure " 
4 Air Temperature II 
5 Static Pressure " 
6 Air Temperature II 
7 Static Pressure II 
S Air 'remperature II 
9 Static Pressure 0, lSO and 2400 
10 Static Pressure 
" II Skin Temperature " 
12 Static Pressure II 
13 Air Temperature II 
1.4 Static pressure " 
15 Air Temperature n 
Hi~h Pressure Turbine Outer Air Seal Area 
21 Metal Temper atur e 39, 204 and 29So 
22 " 
II 
23 " " 24 
" 
II 
25 " II 
Low Pressure Turbine Area 
31 Total Pressures 0, 60, 120, lSO, 240, 3000 
32 Static Pressure 0, lSO and 2400 
33 S~in Temperature " 
34 Skin Temperature " 
35 Air Temperature II 
36 Static Pressure " 
37 Metal Temperature o t 60, 120, lSO, 240 & 3000 
3S Air Temperature 39, 204 and 29So 
39 Static Pressure II 
40 Air Temperature Ii c; 
41 Metal Temperature 0, 60, 120, 180, 240 & 3000 
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To acquire performance data on the Root Discharge Blade Package rela-
ti~e to the Bill-of-Material high pressure turbine, the Bill-of-
Material configured engine was installed in the test stand. A Istandard 
vibration survey was performed to ensure that the engine was balanced 
properly and no unacceptable vibrations would be encountered when the 
engine was brought up to power. A leak check was performed, and then a 
snap deceleration was run to wea~ in the engine seals. 
Ten data points at 4,448 N (1000 lbf) thrust decrements from 75,619 to 
35,586 N (1",000 to 8000 lbf) were taken, observing all engine orlerat-
ing limits (8800 RPM low pressur~ rotor speed, 12,600 .RPM h.igh pressure 
rotor speed, 6500 C (12020 F) exhaust gas temperature, and 1.S x 
106 Pa (266 psig) burner pressure). The engine was then shut down and 
a fuel sample was taken, along with an "as is" thrust meter calibra-
tion. The data acquisitior, fuel sample and thrust mecer cal!bration 
were then repeated as an additional assur~nce of accuracy. 
Follooing this second data acquisit,ion, the Bill-of-Mated.al hardware 
was replaced with the root discharge blade £,ackage and the entire test 
proceaure repeated. 
Stability margin was also evaluated during the sea level test. Stabili-
ty margin was determined by using engine transient rematch characteris-
tics during snap accelerations to force the match point of the high 
pressure compressor into the surge region. A specia;!. fuel control was 
used for the test to alloo abnormal,ly fast accelerations. The transient 
relationship between fuel flow/but't.ler pressure ratio and high plessure 
rotor speed was recorded during the' accelen.tions from various initial 
power settings. 
4.2 Altitude Test 
The purpose of the JT8D-17 High Pressure Turbine Root Discharge Blade 
altitude test was to assess the performance of the root:. discharge blade 
package under realistic flight conditions. This was done by testing th~ 
root discharge blade package in an experimental JT8D-17 engine, and 
then replacing the root discharge blade package with Bill-of-Material 
hardware and repeating the test to obtain baseline performance. The 
same experimental test engine (X-372) was used as in the sea level test. 
4.2.1 Test Facilities and Equipment 
Experimenta;!. engine instrumentation was unchanged from the sea level 
test, and is described ~,n Table 4-1. Special root discharge temperature 
and pressure instrumentation available from the previous sea level test 
was still in the test engine. However ,this instrumentation was not 
monitored for the altitude test. 
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The thrust: measur~~'r,1:. system cons1se~d of a strain gage load cell and 
a flexure mountell t.hr;jst platform. The system is designed to measure 
thrust up to 11.1,205 N (25,000 lbf). A load cell rated at 44,482 N 
(10,000 Ibf) was \ised for this test since the thrust of the engine at 
al tit:ude is reduced fran full sea level ratings. As in the sea level 
test, data was acquired and reduced by computer. 
4.2.2 Test Procedure 
Before the engine assembly and test, checks were made on the various 
engine component.!!, including the root discharge blade. Flow tests of 
the individual design 2 root discharge blades and the rotor/blade f..lS-
sembly indicated higher cooling air flows than the design values by 
15\. '1'0 reduce the modified root discharge blade flow to the value 
measured in the design 1 root discharge blade, two of the sixteen 
tangential on board injection (TOBI) nozzles were plugged, as shown in 
Figure 4-6. The '1'OBI nozzles supply cooling air to the turbine blades. 
The amount of ~oling flow to be blocked off was determined by 
analytical means. Cooling air supply pressure measured during the 
engine test verified that this change reduced the cooling air flow to 
the desigl\ value. 
The tes t engine was mounted in a sea level test stano (X-235) to cali-
bral;e the engine and ensure that its performance still correlated with 
the results obtain~d in the earlier sea level r.est. Following this cal-
ibration, the en.gine was installed in the altitude test stand. A pre-
liminary tes t was run at 4,572 m (15,000 ft), 0 M~ eh number conoi tions 
in the altitude stand to correlate performance to the sea level test. 
Finally, the cruise performance test was run at 9144 m (30,000 ft), 0.8 
Mach number conditions. 
General rules and specifications used *"0 ensure the accuracy and re-
peatability of the data are listed b~low. 
o The cold exit area of the tailpipe was measured immediate-
ly prior to the test. Ambient temperature was also noted 
during the measurement. 
o A t~rust meter adjustment calibration was done before 
teS'l::ing and after any remount or module change. "As is" 
thrust meter calibrations were taken immediately after 
each performance calibration (while the stand was still 
warm). A calibration adj ustrnent was required whenever an 
"as is" calibration \"as out of 1imit~ + 53 N (+12 lbf) 
average, .:t. 53 N hysteresis. -
o Thrust meters had to agree within 44 N (10 lbf) during 
data sampling, and test point thrust variations within the 
data point sample were re-run if the thrust varied by more 
than 89 N (20 lbf). 
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, fmlflCM and + O.21'C (+ O. SOF) fml tenper~ture was 
required between-the two callbrations. 
o Each performance data aG.;;pisi tion was performed in a se-
quence of decreasing power. 
o Venturies were choked (the ratio of venturi total )?Ceesure 
to plenun total pressure was greater than 1.2) for each 
data toint. 
After mounting and before testing began, a oorrected thrust meter cali-
bration was performed over a range from -13,345 to +53,378 N (-3000 to 
+12000 lbf). An idle .1.eak check was made for a time t;:eriod of about 20 
minutes, which also served to clear old fuel fran the lines. An instru-
mentation check was p3rformed at 6500 q:m lCM pressure rotor spe('\d, the 
engine ahut down, and instrumentation and leaks -!lere repaired as ~'1ces­
sary. 
~rformance data. was taken 1n a decreasi ng tower sequence, def ined by 
!:Setting low pressure rotor speed. The in! tial test sequence with the 
root dischar~ blade Plckage, srown on 'L'able 4-5, coveted the range 
fran 2.,::)% aoove maximum rated power to ground idle at both flight con-
ditions. Each test was later repeated at rotor speeds:interst;:ersed be-
tween the initial points, as shown in the ''Repeat'' colunns of Table 4-5. 
TABLE 4=5 
J'ISD-17 CALIBBATICN DATA POINTS 
ROOT DISQIARrn BLADE BIG! PRESSURE TURBINE PACKArn 
Al titude, rr. (ft) 4,572 m (15,000) 9,144 m (30,000) 
Mach No. 0 O. 8 
Inlet Tenp. °c -14.1 .± 2.7 -15 + 2.7 
Inlet Pressure mm Hga 428.90 344.01 
Ejector. Press. rom Hga 428.90 225.67 
Test Run Ini tia1 Repeat Ini tia1 Repeat 
Lew Pressure Rotor 
Speed Sequen~, RPM: 8430 8350 
-9140 8200 
7860 7990 
7580 7660 
7340 7340 
71.00 7040 
6950 6760 
6750 6470 
6530 6180 
6250 5890 
5775 5695 
5300 5345 
4545 5130 
4025 4920 
3410 4670 
4450 
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The initial test sequence wii:h the ~ill-of ~Material high pressure tur-
bine, shown on 'rable 4-6, coveredti1e range fran 2.5% above maximum 
rated power to 28% of maximum cruise power. 'rhe test at each flight 
condi tion wa~ later repeated with the 'cotor speed interspersed as with 
the root discilarge blade package test. 
TABU:~ 4-6 
J'l'8D-17 CAI,lSRAT.ION DA'.t'A POIN'rS 
BILL-QF-MAT.mRIAL HIGt{ PRESSURE TURBINE 
Al titude, m (ft) 4,572 m (15,000) 9,144 m (30,000) 
Mach No. 0 0.8 
Inl~t Temp. °c -14.1 ± 2.7 -15 + 2.7 
Inlet: Pressure rnm Hga 428.90 344.01 
Ejector Ptess. mm Hga 428.90 225.67 
Test Run Initial Repeat Initial Repeat 
Lcw Pressure Rotor 
Speed Sequence, RPM: 8320 8230 
8038 8080 
7770 7870 
7500 7570 
7280 7290 
7070 700C 
6910 6720 
6720 6440 
6500 6150 
6200 5870 
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5.0 'lEST RESULTS 
Surranar y of Res ul ts 
The root discharge blad~~ J;l!lckage exceeded all Feasibility Analysis pr:e-
dicted performance est;;Lmal:.eJ3 (reference 1). A~ 90 percent of maximum 
cruise p:::lwer thrust stl~oifio fool ronsunption improved 1. 8 percent rel-
ati ve to the B ill-op,·r.111terial blade, catlpared to the predicted improve-
ment of the concept of 1. 44 per~nt. At 80 percent maximun cruise p:::lwer 
the thrust s,pacific fuel consumpd.~·m improvement was even better, 
reaching 2.4 percent. 
~haust: gas temperature decreased 180 e (330 F) at sea level takeoff 
rondi tions, improving Up:::ln the predicted temperature reduction by GOe 
(llOF), as shown in Table 5-1. The stabil ity margin of the engine '"as 
unchanged t and the acceleration time of the engine fran idle to sea 
level takeoff showed a small improvement:. '.roo predicted and actual per-
formance improvement of the concept is sununari zed in Table 5-1. NC1t:.~ 
that the demonstrated thrust specific fuel consumption improvement !i1 
significantly better than predicted at typical cruise (90 per cent maxi-
mum t::ruise) conditions t and that the difference is even more favorable 
at takeoff, climb, and hold (40 percent maximUll cruise) conditions. The 
demonstrated thrust specific fuel ronsUllption improvements, when evalU-
ated in the typical airline route str\,lctUl:e defined in Reference 1, 
results in an estimated fleet fuel savj.ng of 1.8%. For romJ;l!lrison, the 
predicted thrust specific fuel consunption values resulted in an esti-
mated fleet fuel saving of only 1.15%. 
Alti tude, 
m (ft) 
Sea Level 
7,925 
(26,000) 
9,144 
(30,000) 
9,144 
(30,000) 
3,050 
(10,000) 
TABill 5-1 
Roar DISCHARGE BUDE PACKAGE PERFORMANCE IHPROVEMENT 
REIATIVE TO THE BILL-{)F-MATERIAL HlGi PRESStlRE TURBINE 
Exhaust Gas 
Thrust Specific Temperature 
Fl»l Cons umpti on Im);rovement, 
Mach Pewer Xmprovement, % OC (OF) 
Number Level Predicted Demonstrated Predicted Demongtr ated 
0 Takeoff 0.58 1.9 12 (22) 18 ( 33) 
0.7 Max. 0.66 1.4 9 (lG) 18 ( 33) 
Climb 
0.8 80% Max. 2.4 
Cruise 
O. 8 90% Max. 1. 44 1.8 
Cruise 
0.45 40% Max. 0 2.5 
Cruise 
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S.l Sea Level Test Results 
Performance Improvement 
The root discharge blade package produced significant performance im-
provements at sea level staCic conditions, relative to the B 111-of-
Material high pressure turbine. A plot of the thrust specific fuel con-
sumption improvement. if' given in Figure 5-1, and the exhaust gas tem-
perature improvement is shown in Figure 5-2. The performance figures 
shown are corrected to standard day conditions. 
Specific fuel 
consumption 
improvement, 
percent 
Baseline O~----~~~~--~T.M~T.M?7~~~--------
1 
2 
3 
4 Sea level 
static 
3.1% 
Root discharge blade 
paci<age 
5 ( I I I IN 
35,000 40,000 45,000 50,000 55,000 60,000 65,000 70,000 75,000 80,000 
I I I I _ ---l Ibf 
8000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 'i8,000 
Thrust 
Figure 5-1 Sea Level Exhaust Gas Terr.~rature Improvement. The data 
was taken at sea level ~tatic conditions. (J24l43-l3) 
Stability and Operational Characteristics 
The low power surge margin of the root discharge blade package equipped 
engine was essentially unchanged from that of the Bill-of-Material high 
pressure turbine engine, as shown in Figure 5-3. Low power surge margin 
",as evaluated by using engine transient rematch characteristics during 
snap accelerations to force the match point of the high pressure com-
pressor into the surge region. A special fuel control was used for this 
test to allow abnormally fast accelerations. The transient relationship 
between fuel flow ratio (fuel flOW/burner pressure) and high pressure 
rotor speed was recorded during accelerations from various initial pow-
er settings. The results are presented in terms of the increase in ac-
celeration fuel flow that the engine can tolerate relative to the nor-
mal fuel control limit. The differences between the lowest point of 
each curve shown em Figure 5-3 are within instrumentation accuracy, 
indicating that engine surge. margin was not affected significantly by 
the root discharge blade package. 
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Exhaust gas 
temperature 
improvement, 
°C 
0 
Baseline 
5 Sea level Static 
10 
15 
20 
25 Root discharge blade package 
30~--~----~--~--~----~---~----~--~IN 
40,000 45,000 50,000 55,000 60,000 65,000 70,000 75,000 80,000 
~ ___ I~ ______ ~ ________ ~I ________ ~I ________ ~l/bf 
10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 
Thrus1 J2~143'12 
R801712 
Figure 5-2 Sea Level Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption Improvement. 
'rhe data was taken at sea level static condi tions. (J24l43 
-12) 
Increase in 
fuel flow ratio 
required 
to cause surge, 
Ibm/hr 
Ibf/in2 
20 
15 
10 
5 
o 
/ 
~ Root discharge 
1""-- Blade package 
\ 
\ 
\ 
BilloOf-material \ 
'9--
1 
Minimum 
Normal I margin I ______ ..L...-___ L..-_____ --- fuel 
control 
I I limit 
5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 
Corrected high pressure rotor speed (RPM) 
Figure 5-3 Surge Margin. Response of the engine to abnormally fast 
accelerations was essentially unchanged, indicating the 
margin of the Bill-of-Material high pressure turbine 
equipped engine had been mai ntained. The diff erences be-
tween the two cur ves ar e wi thi n ins trurnentati on accur acy. 
(J24342-11) 
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The turbine nozzle vane area change compensated for the effect of the 
efficiency increase of tho root discharge blade package, because the 
low and high pressure compressor operating lines showed essentially no 
change, as shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5. This is consistant with the. 
results of the sea l~vel stability test which indicated that the surge 
margin of the engine tested with the root t2ischarge blade package was 
equal to that of the Bill-of-Material high pressure turbine configured 
engine. If the operating line had shifted, a significant change in 
surge ma~gin would have been observed. 
Engine pressure ratio versus thrust was unaffected, as shown in Figure 
5-6. This is important because engine pressure ratio is the parameter 
uoed by airlines to set thrust levels. If the curve shifted, new thrust 
scheduling procedures would have to be implemented. However, a shift in 
the engine pressure ratio versus thrust relationship was not anticipat-
ed, and the test results of the root discharge blade package support 
this prediction within measurement accuracy. 
A small reduction in the Hme required for the engine to accelerate 
fran ground idle thrust was noted with the root discharge blade pack-
age. This change results fran the turbin.e efficiency increase which 
makes more turbine power available for rotor acceleration. 
Low pressure rotor speed increased especially at the higher thrust 
levels, as shown in Figure 5-7. This is a result of the substantial 
exhaus-:' gas temperature reduction, which demands increased total air-
flow through the engine to satisfy nozzle choking requiremunts. The low 
pressure rotor speed must increase to enable the fan to meet this de-
mand for more airflow. A new fan inlet case with increased flow capaci-
ty has been designed and tested as part of a total performance improve-
ment package for JTSD-l5/l7/l7R engine models, as described in Section 
6, IIEnergy Impact ll • The new inlet case corrects the low pressure rotor 
speed increase and provides further exhaust g-as temperature and fuel 
consumption improvements as well • 
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Figure 5-4 
PRRTT ~ WHITNEY RIRCRRfT 
It PILL OFW,nRIAL CONFIGURATION 
ID ROOT DISCHAROE BLAOHACKAG£ • 
5.400 ... IIOOTOISCH.lROULAOHACKAGE (AFTER $TABILITYTESTJ 
~.ZOO 
G.OOO 
4.000 
4.800 
2.600 
1'..200 
Tho BiII·ol·Material Configuration refers 
to a BIII·ol.Material high pressure tur· 
bine. Since other components of the ex· 
perimental engine may be non-8l1l·of· 
Material. the pErrformonce mllY ditfor 
from production engines. 
2.000 iii' i i 
6600 6000 6.00 6800 7200 7600 8000 :1.00 
CORRECTED LOW PRESSURE ROTOR SPEED IRPMI 
i i 
8800' 9200 
i 
9600 
i 
10000 
Canparison of Root Discharge Blade Package and Baseline 
Low Pressure Compressor Operating Lines. The curves are 
essentially the same, so that no change in the operating 
guidelines is required. The data was taken at sea level 
static conditions. (32'1'042) 
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Figure 5-5 
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5.2 AltitlXie Test Results 
Performance Improvement 
As in the sea level tes t, the root. dt schar ge blade package produced 
significant performance improvements at cruise flight conditions. A 
plot of the thrust specific fuel o:msumption impr.ovement is given in 
Figure 5-8, and the e~haust gas tan.~erature impr.ovement is shown in 
Figure 5-9. The performance figures shown were ti'lken at 9,144 m (30,000 
ft), 0.8 Mach number, standard day conditions. 
Operational Characteristics 
The 10ft and higl) pressure oompressor operating lines showed essentially 
no change at altitude condi tions, .;is ohown in Figures 5-10 and 11. This 
verifies that the turbine nozzle vane area change compensated for the 
effect of the efficiency increase of the root discharge blade package. 
As in the sea level test, the 10ft pressure rotor speed increased for 
all values of thrust (Figure 5-12) • 
5.3 Condition of Hardware 
The };Ost-test oondition of all of the root discharge blade package 
hardware was ~xcellent despite the severity of the test pr.ogram, which 
included engine surges and transient operations not normally encounter-
ed in airline service. 
very light rubbing was observed on the blade tip surfaces and the 
honeycanb seal, as shown in Figure 5-13. The light rubs that were 
experienced, 0.3 mm (0.012 inch), were caused by a hot acceleration run 
(which is an operation of the engine rarely performed in normal airline 
operation) during the sea level stability test program. The rub is 
illustrated in Figure 5-14, which is a graph of the transient blade tip 
clearance. The graph ahows the hot acceleration of the engine was 
performed three minutes after a snap deceleration to idle from 
steady-state take-off power. A three minute period at idle does not 
allow the massive turbine disk, which is mostly sealed from the gas 
stream, to transfer the heat it acquired under take-off oondi tions. 
When the engine is quickly accelerated to full take-off power, the cen-
trifugal stretch imparted on the bladES causes an interaction wi th the 
cooled and shrunken honeycanb seal assembly. This condition exists un-
til the honeycomb seal ring responds to the gas temperature rise and 
grows away fran the blade tips. The cold build tip clearances used dur-
ing the engine performance evaluation were set to ·loose relative to 
normal airline practice, and can be set tighter to further improve 
thrust specific fuel oonsumption. 
Sea level thermooouple measurements revealed that the high pressure 
turbine outer air seal temperature decreased 2 SoC (4SoF) at sea 
l12vel take-off. As stated in Section 3.0, the lower seal temperature 
helps to )::etter oontrol blade tip clearances and seal leakage, and pro-
long the life of the outer air seal. 
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Figure 5-8 Altitude Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption ~mpr?vement. The 
data was taken at 9144 m (30,000 ft) attitude, 0.8 Mach 
number conditions. (J24l43-ll) 
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Figure 5-9 Exhaust Gas Temperature Improvement. The data was taken at 
9144 m (30,000 ft) altitude, 0.8 Mach number condi- tioilS. 
(J24342-2) 
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Low Pressure Rotor Speed versus Engine Pressure Ratio. Low 
pressure rotor speed increased over all thrust levels, as 
a result of the exhaust gas tewperature improvement (see 
Figure 5-8). The data was taken at 9144 m (30,000 ft) 
altitude, 0.8 ~ach number conditions. (Curve 327123-6) 
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6.0 ENERGY'IMPACT 
The performance improvement demonstrated with the Root Discharge Blade 
Package provides the potential for a major reduction in energy consump-
tion, but to realize this potential, the concept must be accepted by 
the airlines. 
Thl.l ECI-P! Feasibility Analysis conducted in 1977 (Reference 1) pre-
dicted that the concept woula be ver.y acceptable to the airlines both 
in new engines and as a retrofit for existing engines based on perform-
ance, economics and market forecasts available at that time. The actual 
performance benefit has now been demonstrated 1:0 be greater than the 
1977 estimate, and the (lconomic and marketing factors hcwe also changed 
in the direction to encourage airline ;;lcceptance of the concept. Con-
sequently, an update of the acceptability analysis is in order. 
The Root Discharge Blade Package has already been incorporated in the 
JTOD-217 engine model. Deliveries of this model began in November, 1980 
to fill airline orders for the McDonnell-Douglas DC9-80 airplane. The 
Root Discharge Blade Package was accepted by the airlines in this case 
as an integral part of 'the overall performance and economio advantages 
of the JT8D-2l7/DC9-80 engine/airplane combination. An evaluation of 
the acceptability of the isolated Root Discharge Blade concept in this 
application would be meaningless, but the fuel saving contribution of 
the concept is real and will be included in the cumulative fuel saving 
estimate presented later. 
A major aerodynamic redesign of the JT8D high pressure turbine, which 
affects the .Eirst vanes and the low pressure turbine as well as first 
stage blades, was recently completed and engine testing has started. 
This redesign retains all of the cooling and sealing features of the 
demonstrated Root Discharge Blade Package while providing additional 
performance improvement by reducing aerodynamic losses in the primary 
gas flCMpath. This aerodynamically redesigned high pressure turbine is 
part of a total p<!rformance improvement package for the JT8D-ls/17/l7R 
engine models, which also includes the modifications de~~ribed on Table 
6-1. This total package adds the nAil designation to the JT8D-lsA/17A/ 
17 AR engine models, improving their performance as shown on Table 6-2. 
The specific fuel consumption improvements of the "A" package will re-
sult in a fuel saving of 5.7% in the typical airline operation of the 
JT8D power.ed DC9, 727 and 737 airplanes. The exhaust gas temperature 
reduction will result in longer times between engine shop visits and in 
longer engine part lives. One feature of the package, the carbon seal 
system for the No. 4 bearing compartment, is expected to reduce engine 
oil consumption by 30%, which will result in a saving of about $1000 
pP.r year for each engine in typical airline operation. 
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TABLE 6-1 
"A" Engine Designation Performance Package 
Increased airflow inlet case 
Improved blade aerodynamics 
Recambered first stator 
Low Pressure Compressor Recambered second stator 
High Pressure Compressor SermetelR coated stators 
Diffuser Case Bearing Compartment (No.4) Carbon seal 
High Pressure Turbine Root discharge blade package 
Improved blade and vane 
aerodynamics 
Low Pressure Turbine Honeycomb airseals 
Improved blad~ and vane 
aerodynamics 
TABLE 6-2 
Estimated Performance Effects of "A" Package 
Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption 
Improvement, percent 
Takeoff S.a 
Climb 5.6 
Cruise, 80% maximum cruise 5.5 
90% maximum cruise 4.9 
Hold 6.3 
Takeoff Exhaust Gas Temperature 
Reduction, Oc 53 
Oil Consumption ReductIon, percent 30 
A payback period evaluation of this package for conversion of the 
earHer engine mOdels was conducted using the method described in Re-
ference 1, but \'d th the updated economic assumptions shown on Table 
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6 -3. The net airline lnves tment required to convert an existi ng J'l,18D 
-15, ·,17, or -17R engine to the "A" designation was estimated to be 
$350,00 per installed engine. This net investment accounts for the 
ini Hal purchase of a $440,000 kit for the installed engine, requir~d 
rework and spares as well as routine parts purchase that are avoided by 
purchasing the kit. The payback calculation was based on the fuel sav-
ing benefit only, with the beneficial effects of the exhaust gas tem-
perature r.eduction and the oil consumption redUction neglected for con-
servatism. The results are presented on Figure 6-1 as a function of 
fuel price and aircraft utilization. Typical airline operation would 
show a payback period of about 3.0 years. These results may be judged 
against the acceptability criteria established by Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft with the assiqtance of five major u.s. airlines in the 
Reference 1 study. The maximum acceptable payback period for an engine 
conversion program was defined as a function of the remaining economic 
life of the engine, as shown in Figure 6-2. Based on thi~ criteria, the 
"A" package at 3.5 years payback, period is attractive ror conversion of 
JrraD-15/17/17R engines whose operation is expected to continue for at 
least five years after conversion. This includes nearly all such en-
gines that will be in service when the package becanes available in 
1982. Its acceptability has been demonstrated by airline or.ders for the 
conversion kits. 
The payback period for the "A" package in a new engine was not evaluat-
ed, but it would be significantly better than the conversion case be-
cause the incremental invesbnent is much smaller for the same fuel be-
nefit. 
The cumulative ruel saving attributable to the demonstrated Root Dis-
charge Blade Package portion of the total performance improvements in 
the JT8D-2l7 and JT8D-15A/17A/17AR engine models \"as calculated based 
on a recent proprietary projection of the market for these engines 
through the year 1990. Each engine was assumed to have an operational 
life of 15 years for es timating the number of engines to be retrofitted 
and the number of years over which the fuel saving applies. The resul t·-
lng cumulative fuel saving is 2.6 billion liters (685 million gallons), 
which can be compared to the estimate of 1.5 billion liters (397 mil-
lion gallons) fran the 1977 Feasibility Analysis of the concept. 
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Figure 6-1 "A 11 package Pilyback 1\:lriod. Converuion of existing 
J'I8D-15/17/l7R engines to the "All designation will J?'lY for 
itself in aoout 3.5 years. (J24143-29) 
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Revised Assumptions for Rlyback Period Evaluation 
Year Dollars 
Current fuel p:ire, $/gallon ($/liter) 
Fuel price escalation above general 
inflation, percent/year 
Salvage valoo/catalog value, percent 
Sparef:¥'acti ve engines, per cent 
Aircraft recertification charge, $/Engine 
Engine soop labor reduction p;!r C\:! 
exhaust gas tenperature reduction, 
$/Engine Op;!rating Hours 
Aircraft. utilization, Block Hr./Day 
DC-9 
727 
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Ref. 1 Revised 
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The root discharge high pressure turbine program was successful in tha~ 
the technical objectives were met or exceeded and immediate applic,uaon 
to production and retrofit of J'l'8D engines has resulted from it:s at-
tractive fuel saving benefit. 
Performance Expectations Exceeded with Root Discharge Blade Package 
The performance improvement provided by the root discharge blade pack-
age was better than the original predictions. At 90 percent maximum 
cruise power, thrust specific fuel consumption improved 1.8 percent 
relati ve to the Bill-of-Material blade, comp:1red to the predicted im-
provement foc the concept of 1. 44 percent. El<haust gas tempe:eature de-
creased l80 e (330 F) at. sea level takeoff condidons t improving on 
t;he predicted temperature reduction by 60e (lOo·'f). The stability 
margin of the engine was unchanged, and the accele~~ation time of the 
engine from ground idle to sea level takeoff improved slightly. 
Root Discharge Blade Package Included in New JT8D-200 Series Model -
October 1980 Delivery 
A version of the root discharge blade package tested under this program 
was adopted for the JT8D-217 engine model. DeveloJ;Xtlent testing has been 
completed, confirming the root discharge blade package benefits under 
realistic flight conditions. The durability has also been demonstrCit.t:d 
in the variety of cyclic endurance tests at limiting speed and over-
telnperature condi tions required for engineS in the FAA et!rtifieation 
process. 
"Aero Redesign" Root Discharg~alade Package is Key Feature of Total 
"A" Package in JT8D-15A/17A/17AR Engines 
A package of performance improvements which will improve the cruise 
thrust specific fuel consumption of the JT8D-15/l7/l7R engine models by 
5.5% (adding an "A" to the engine designations) has been des~gned and 
testing has been started. Approximately half of this performance im-
provement is attdbutable to an aerodynamically redesigned root dis-
charge blade package. 
The aerodynamic redesign updates the airfoil shapes and reduces the 
solidity of the high pressure turbine blades and vanes, while retaining 
the cooling and sealing advantages of the root discharge blade package 
de:;cr.ibed in this report. The "A" package will be delivered in new en-
gines and as conversion kits for existing engines starting in 1982. 
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APPENDIX A 
Comparison of Design 1 and Design 2 Blade Performance 
The Design 1 Root Discharge Blade (see Section 3.2.2) was used in the 
sea level static engine performance test. The Design 2 Root Discharge 
Blad~ (see Section 3.2.3) was used in the altitude performance test of 
the same engine several months later. This altitude test was immediate-
ly preceded by a brief sea level static test with the Design 2 blades 
in the engine, allowing a performance comparison of the two root dis-
charge blade designs. The measured thrust specific fuel consumption and 
exhaust gas temperature differenoes between the two were very small as 
shown on Figures A-l and A-2. Additionally, the gas generator para-
meters showed little or no shift, as shown on Figures A-3 through A-G. 
Since the two blade designs are aerodynamically identical, the small 
differences in measured performance are believed to be due to combina-
tion of measurement inaccuracies and a shift in the baseline engine 
performan~s with time. 
Or---==============~~ I Design 2 
1 
2 
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percent 
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8000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 
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Figure A-l Canparison of Root Discharge Blade Def:ign 2 Thrust Speci-
fic Fuel Consumption Relative to Design 1 at Sea Level 
Static Conditions. The blades' external aerodynamics were 
identical, so the thrust specific fuel consumption remain-
ed virtually the same, within instrumentation accuracy. 
(J24342-l3) 
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Figure A-2 Canparison of Root Discharge Blade Design 2 Exhaust Gas 
Ta~perature Relative to Design 1 at Sea Leve~ Static Con-
ditions. The blades' external aerodynamics were identical, 
so the exhaust gas temperature remained virtually the 
samer within instrumentation accuracy. (J24342-14) 
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cal, so the low pressure compressor pressure ratio remain-
ed virtually the same, within instrumet:tation accuracy. 
(Curve 327122-4) 
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Figure A-5 
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Figure A-6 Canparison of Root Discharge Blade Designs 1 and 2 Lt::M 
Pressure Rotor Speed at Sea Level Static Conai tions. The 
blades I external aerodynamics were identical, so the low 
pressure rotor speed remained virtually the same, within 
instrumentation accuracy. (Curve 327122-6) 
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APPENDIX B 
PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
I Nl'RODrJCTI ON 
The Product Assurance system for this program provided for the es-
tablishment of quality, reliability, safety, and maintainability re-
quit~ments and determination of compliflnce with these J:'equirements, 
frem the design stage through the procurement of hardware until the 
completion of the experimental test. The system ensures tbe datection 
of nonconformances, their proper disposition, and effect! va correct! ve 
action. 
Materials r parts, and assemblies were controlled and inspected to the 
quality requirements of the Root Discharge Blade Program. A full 9ro-
duction-type program requires inspection to the requirements indicated 
on the Qrawings and pertinent specifications. On experimental programs 
Engineering may delete or waive noncritical inspection requirements 
that are normally performed by Experimental Quality Assurance. 
Parts, assemblies, components and end-item articles were inspected and 
tested prior to deliv'ery to ensure compliance to all established re-
quirements and specifications. 
The 1:esults of the required inspections and tests were documented as 
evidence of quality. Such documents, when requested, were made avail-
able to designated Government, Representati vas for on-site review. 
Standard Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Commercial Products Division Quality 
Assurance Standards currently in effect and consistent with Contractual 
Quality Assurance Requirements were followed during execution of this 
task. Specific standards were applied under the contract in the follow-
ing areas: 
1. Purchased Parts and Experimental Machine Shop 
2. fxperimental Assembly 
3. Experimental TeGt 
4. Instrument.ation and Equipment 
5. Data 
6. Reco::.-ds 
7. Reliability, Maintainability and Safety 
1. PURCHASED PARTS AND EXPERIMENTAL MACHINE SHOP 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has the responsibility for the quality of sup-
plier and supplier-subcontractor articles, and effected its responsi-
bility by requiring either control at source by Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft Vendor Quality Control or inspection after receipt at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft. Records of inspections and tests performed at source 
were maintained by the supplier as specified in Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft Purchase Order requirements. 
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Quality Assurance made certain that required inspections and tests of 
purchased materials and parts 'l'I(h~e completed either at the supplier's 
plant or upon receipt at Pratt & Wj'dtney Aircraft. 
Receiving ins,pection included a checl< for damage in transit, idEntifi-
cation of par;:;i; ;;-<'J::~,nst shipping and receiving documents, 'orawing and 
specification requirements, and a check for Materials Control Labora-
tory reledse. Positive identification and control of parts was ma.in-
tained pending final. inspection and test results. 
The parts manufactur~d in Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Experimental Machine 
Shop were subject to Experimental Construction procedures to ensure 
that proper methods and responsibilities for the control of various 
quality standards were fOllowed. 
Drawing control was maintained through arl engineering drawing control 
system. Parts were identified with the foregoing system. Quality As-
surance pers~nnel are responsible for reviewing drawings to ensure that 
the proper inspection requirement~ are indicated. 
Non-conforming e:>'''Perimental articles involved in this program were de-
tected and identified by Experimerltal Construction, by vendors, or by 
Experimental Quality Assurance. Non-conforming articles were reviewed 
by Engineering and Experimental Quality Assurance personnel in deciding 
disposition. Records of these decisions, including descriptions of the 
non-conformances were maintained by Experimental Quality Assurance and 
revi~'ed by the cognizant Government Quality Assuranc~ Representative. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLY 
In Experimental Assembly the test engine was assembled for evaluation 
of engine performance in accordance with the program requirements. Es-
tablished Experimental Construction procedures were employed to perform 
the work and to ensure that proper responsibilities and methods for the 
control of various quality standards were followed. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST 
The performance and stability tests were performed under Experimental 
Test Department procedures which cover sea level and altitude stand 
testing. Instrumentation was provided by the Instrumentation Develop-
ment Department. All equipment was monitored and controlled by Experi-
mental Test Procedures. 
4. INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
Instrumentation and equipment were controlled under the Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft Quality Assurance Plan which in,:::ludes controls on the measur-
ing and test equipment in Experimental Test to specific procedures. All 
testing and measuring equipment carries a label indicating its status 
(controlled, monitor or calibrated) and, when applicable, the date of 
calibration and next due date. 
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The accuracy of gages and equipnent used cor quality inspection fooc-
tions was maintained by means of a control and calibration system. The 
system provided for the maintenance of reference standards, procedures, 
re~ords, and environmental control when necessary_ Gages and tools used 
for measurementg were calibrated utilizing the aforementioned system. 
Reference standards were maintained by periodic reviews for accuracy, 
stability, and rang~. CertifJcates of Traceability establish the rela-
tionship of the reference standard to standards in the National Bureau 
of Standards (NBS). Calibration of work standards against reference 
standards was accompli~1hed in environmental-controlled areas. 
Initial calibration i.ntervals for gaging and measuring equipment were 
established on the basis of expected usag~ and operating conditions. 
The (X)!ilputerized gage control system provided a weekly listing of all 
ga~es and equipment requiring calibration. 
5. DATA 
Engine performance and stability data from the sea level and altitude 
stands ,,,ere recorded on the Steady State Data System. This system is 
certified to procedures which specify calibration intervals for the 
components t:equiring laboratory certification. During each data acqui-
sition the system ~ecorded certified reference parameters, providing an 
"on-line" veriflcation that the systems were performing properly. 
These "confidence" data were reviewed at the time of the run and ,,,ere 
later analyzed to provide an overall assessment of the system opet:a-
tions. 
6. RECDRDS 
Quality lI.ssurance personnel ensured that t:ecords pertaining to quality 
requirements were adequate and maintained as dir~cted in Experimental 
Quality Assurance procedures and in accordance \Odth contractual re-
quirements. 
Engine build and operating record books were maintained in accordance 
with Engineering Department requirements. In addi tion y a consolidated 
record of opera);ing times for each component test article used in the 
experimental program was maintained. 
7. RELIAB ILITY, MA!NTA!NAB ILITY AND SAFETY 
Standard production engine design techniques and criteria, which con-
sider product reliability and maintainability in conte~t with all other 
requirements (such as performance, weight and cost) f were used in de-
fining the parts for the Root Discharge Blade Program. The significant 
stress areas of the modified parts were analyzed to ensure that their 
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structural margins were equal to or better than those of the Bill-of-
Material parts. Parts designed in this manner would be expected to have 
far greater reliability than necessary for the relatively short term 
tests conducted under the aut.lject program, and no reliability problems 
were encountered. 
The root discharge blad~ was designed with maintainability features 
similar to the Bill-of-Haterial high pressure turbine blade. However, 
these features were not demonstrated as part of the subject program. 
The safety activities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and as considered on 
this program are designed to fully comply with the applicable sections 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 33 Air Worthiness Standards: 
Aircraft Engines, as established by the Federal Aviation Administration. 
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